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Enabling digitized, efficient and secure loan collections on mobile

By providing instant access to more than 1.2 billion users that are increasing at the rate of 25 million 

per quarter in India, mobile phones form an integral part of the digital ecosystem. Hence, banks and 

other lenders need to align their digital processes comprehensively and empower their teams to 

leverage this opportunity.



Simplified loan allocation
The desktop platform allows collection managers 
to manually / automatically allocate loans to 
their collection agents after reviewing the existing 
allocations.  The agents are assigned different 
areas / pin codes after which, the loans can be 
mapped to them based on their proximity to the 
borrowers.

Easier tracking
With the CG Collect webpage, managers can 
track their agents’ activities, live location and take 
actions as required, effortlessly. They have complete 
visibility on the status of loan recoveries across the 
collections cycle. The verified visit status is recorded 
and the data can be used as a legal evidence. 
Live location tracking gets refreshed periodically 
and also allows tracking of the routes taken by the 
agents.

Enhanced security
Managers can opt for implementing mandatory 
verification of the recoveries made by their agents 
before final submissions. This check provides 
an increased layer of security and mitigates 
any chances of fraud or incorrect entries. 
Without managers’ approval, the NEFT / IMPS / 
UPI submissions cannot be carried forward. The 
collection limit for each agent is defined by the 
managers for added security.
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Streamlined recoveries
With CG Collect, agents can easily manage 
the recoveries for loans allocated to them. All 
the details for these loans such as allocation 
month, DPD values and the agents’ distance 
from the borrowers location can be accessed 
readily. The agents can choose to call 
the borrowers from the app directly using 
either the default cloud calling or any other 
connected calling system

Simplified visit scheduling
Agents can schedule their PTP visits or field 
collection visits to the borrowers with a few 
clicks within the app. The borrower locations 
can be accessed via Google maps for 
easier navigation. Agents can access the 
optimal route plan for the day based on their 
customers’ location datapoints. This reduces 
manual effort in planning and also enhances 
agent’s productivity.

Convenient recording of 
collections
CG Collect allows agents to easily record and 
keep track of the collections by specifying the 
status of visits, meetings with borrowers, and 
recoveries. They can also track their collection 
limits, remaining balance amount, and their 
last marked location. The entire collected 
amount is also visible to the agent in the CG 
Collect app.

Offline mode for task updation
The offline functionality in CG Collect allows 
on-field agents to update their tasks even 
without internet connectivity. This ensures that 
poor internet bandwidth doesn’t hamper the 
agent’s productivity or collections.
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Integrated communications
As soon as the agent records the collection 
transaction at the borrower’s location, the receipt 
for the payment is generated and sent digitally to 
the borrower on specified communication channels.

Easier deposits
Using CG Collect, agents can deposit the collections 
amount for multiple loans together at the nearest 
branch office or bank. The recovery status for 
the collections may be marked as partial or full 
recovery. The agents need to provide a proof of 
deposit before this can be recorded in the app. After 
the deposits, a verification request is sent to the 
manager automatically and agents can track the 
status of their deposits. The manager can check all 
the data submitted by the agent and approve or 
reject. The agents can download the deposit receipt 
and share it with their manager or borrowers using 
Credgenics platform’s integrated communication 
channels. 
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CG Collect is an advanced technology solution for door-to-door loan recoveries that enables 

lenders to completely digitize their on-field loan collections leading to higher operational 

efficiencies, enhanced team productivity, and boosted collections. The solution, specifically 

designed for lending businesses, comprises of a web-based application for managers or office 

staff, and a mobile app installed on the field agents’ and managers’ mobile phones. CG Collect 

allows lenders to monitor their operations in real-time, digitize collections to the last mile, simplify 

collections processes, and transform customer experience.
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1
Swift agent onboarding with bulk agent – 
pin code mapping and loan allocation to 
agents

2 Agents’ clock-in and clock-out time 
tracking

3 Instant deposit verification requests for 
multiple deposits

4 Access optimal agent route plan for the 
day based on customer’s location

5 Verification request and status history 

6 Google maps based direct navigation to 
the borrower’s address 

7 Geo-tracking of the agent’s live location

8 Last marked location of the borrower while 
closing a scheduled visit 

9 Geo-fencing of agent’s location

10 Collections receipt generated while closing 
the visit status, PDF download 

11
Collections receipt integration with 
communication channels including Email 
and SMS

12 Borrower visit scheduling in 2 easy steps 
even during an ongoing visit

13
Recording collection details – recovered 
amount, collections mode, status, 
collection amount, and visit proof

14 Single, multiple loan deposits to lender’s 
bank or company branch

15 Dashboard for collection limits, funds 
collected, and case history

16 History tabs for Field Visit History, PTP 
History, and Deposit History

17 Compatible with android based mobile 
devices

About us
Credgenics is the leading provider of Loan Collections and Debt Resolution technology platform to Banks, Non-banking finance 
companies, FinTechs, and ARCs worldwide. The AI-powered SaaS-based platform, has been recognized as the #1 Best Selling Loan 
Collections Platform in India by IBS Intelligence in their Annual Sales League Table 2022. Credgenics works with 75+ customers and 
handles USD$2 bn NPA stage retail loan book value, USD$6 bn delinquent stage retail loan book value. It manages 22 million retail loans 
and sends 50 million digital communications every month. With Credgenics, lenders have increased resolution rates by 20%, improved 
collections by 25%, reduced collections cost by 40%, reduced collections time by 30% and improved legal efficiencies by 60%.
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